CHM 234 : Spring 2018
Quiz #14
There are NO INCORRECT answers to ANY of the questions in this
quiz!
ALL answers to ALL questions will be considered correct for grading
purposes!

Question 1
Which best describes your approach to the CHM 234 AM this class this
semester:
A I registered for the regular/onground class and I attended most of the
lectures in person
B I registered for the regular/onground class and I watched most of the
lectures online
C I registered for the online/hybrid class and I attended most of the lectures
in person
D I registered for the online/hybrid class and I watched most of the lectures
online

Question 2
How helpful was the homework website to your learning?
A - Extremely helpful, I would have learned very little without it
B - Very helpful, I learned a lot using it
C - Fairly helpful, it helped my learning
D - Not very helpful, I am not sure that this is the best way for me to learn this
material
Question 3
Compared to other web-based homework sites you may have used in
other classes (e.g. Mastering Chemistry/Physics, Sapling Learning,
Webassign etc), how would you rate our homework site?
A - It is much better than the other sites I have used
B - It is somewhat better than the other sites I have used
C - It is about the same as other sites I have used
D - It isn't as good as the other sites I have used

Question 4
This semester we introduced the progress bars that were supposed to
give you feedback on your progress and give you a rough prediction of
your score on the next exam? How accurate were the final predictions
of your performance on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd midterms?
A – Quite accurate
B – In the ball park but not super accurate
C – Not very accurate
D – Very inaccurate
Question 5
This semester we introduced the progress bars that were supposed to
give you feedback on your progress and give you a rough prediction of
your score on the next exam? Which best describes your reaction to
these progress bars?
A –They really got my attention, I followed my progress and my predicted
scores closely.
B – I paid attention and was curious about the predicted score
C – I noticed them, but didn't pay a lot of attention to them
D - I pretty much ignored them or hardly noticed them
Question 6
The homework site doesn't give you any deadlines (except for the end
of the course). Which best describes your response to the possibility of
having deadlines for the homework? Note that in these responses we
are not asking what you would LIKE, but what would help you to LEARN,
even if that isn't what you would like.
A - If there were regular, for example, weekly deadlines for a lot of the
problems then I would learn better
B - If there were regular, for example, weekly deadlines for some (not a lot) of
the problems, then I would learn better
C - If there were deadlines for the problems then I would understand why, but
I really don't think that I would actually learn any better than the present
system
D - If there were deadlines for the problems then I would understand why, but
I think that I might actually learn less compared to the present system
Question 7
What would you say was your MOST IMPORTANT TOOL for LEARNING
organic chemistry this semester?
A - Completing the notes while attending/watching lecture
B - Having the ability to re-watch the recorded lectures

C - Using the homework website
D - Attending/watching the review sessions

Question 8
This semester we introduced the progress bars that were supposed to
give you feedback on your progress and give you a rough prediction of
your score on the next exam? Which of the following best describes
your reaction to these progress bars?
A – I liked them, I found them to be motivating
B – I thought they were OK, a reasonable addition to the homework site.
C – I didn’t like them much, I wish that they weren’t there
D – I mainly ignored them anyway so it doesn't matter

QUESTION 9
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this
question will be considered correct for grading purposes
I believe I can earn an A grade in organic chemistry
A Never
B Rarely
C Sometimes
D Often
E Always
QUESTION 10
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this
question will be considered correct for grading purposes
I am confident that I will do well on organic chemistry tests
A Never
B Rarely
C Sometimes
D Often
E Always
QUESTION 11
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this
question will be considered correct for grading purposes
I believe that I can master organic chemistry knowledge and skills
A Never
B Rarely

C Sometimes
D Often
E Always
QUESTION 12
There are NO INCORRECT answers to this question, ALL answers to this
question will be considered correct for grading purposes
I’m sure I can understand organic chemistry
A Never
B Rarely
C Sometimes
D Often
E Always

